| TEAM ANGEL WOLF

| CORPORATE IMPACT TALKS

TEAM ANGEL IMPACT TALK:

OUR TALKS WILL ALSO INCLUDE:

| The Founder of Team AngelWolf (Nick Watson) presents his inspirational
LIVE talk to a variation of audiences; schools, corporates and community
social events.
The LIVE talks are adapted to the specific audience and the topic of the
function, but always based upon the story of Team AngelWolf and its
messages; The fun, emotional, upbeat inspiration talk is based upon the
story of Team AngelWolf; including Tribe Watson’s personal journey of
having a child with disabilities, life, work, health and fitness. Nick clearly
shows, that in personal and in work experience, that life is never easy, life
can cause stress, life can throw complications, life is not always as you
plan it, BUT, you can ALWAYS find inspiration and motivation in the most
toughest of situations; and these skills can be incorporated into your daily
personal and work life, to make your situation more positive and
productive. Nick will prove by example how to find these inspirations and
motivations, from his own personal experience; which may in turn help you
to help others in the process!
| CONTACT
Nick Watson
Founder
Team AngelWolf Non-Profit Foundation
E | nick@teamangelwolf.com M | 971 58 5599881
Registered with Dubai Community Development Authority

AWARENESS

| To help the
audience to see the
importance in
society to have
awareness,
acceptance,
inclusion,
integration and
equality of People
with Determination,
using Rio’s life as a
star example.
| PRICES CORPORATE
- Team AngelWolf
Corporate Impact Talk; 60
minutes
- 15,000AED (ex.Tax)

INSPIRE

| To inspire the
audience to take
responsibility of
their own health.

| PRICES SCHOOL
- Team AngelWolf School
Impact Talk; 60 minutes
- 5,000AED (ex.Tax)
- Aim is to find a Corporate
sponsor for the talk, so
the school receives the
talk for free

TEAM WORK

| To instigate the
importance of
teamwork and
family.

| TYPICAL SCHEDULE
- TAW Impact Talk; 50
minutes
- Q&A opportunity 10
minutes

MOTIVATE

| To motivate the
audience to
recognise that
anything is possible
and to have that
belief to make a
difference in the
world.

| PLEASE NOTE
- If necessary, adaptions can
be made to the talk and
workshop to coincide around
the theme of your event’s
objectives.
- Timings can be adapted to
your event’s requirements.
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| No Entry Cap

| Unlimited

| Unlimited

| The Founder of
Team AngelWolf
(Nick Watson)
presents his
inspirational LIVE
talk to a variation of
audiences; schools,
corporates and
community social
events.

| The Team
AngelWolf School
Impact Talks,
inspiring our next
generation, have
been hugely
successful and in
constant demand;
with thousands of
students already
been in the
audience of a TAW
Impact Talk.

| The Founder of
Team AngelWolf
(Nick Watson) is a
dynamic, fun
speaker & MC, for
LIVE Shows and
Corporate Events,
plus much more!

| Team AngelWolf as
a family offers

| 15,000AED

| Prices

(per set)

(on request)

| DELTA

|1

TAW INCLUSIVE ACTIVITIES

|1

| eg TAW
WOLFPACK
WALKS

| TAW WOLFPACK WALKS

|

| TAW BEACH BLAST

|

| TAW #CLIMBWITHRIO WORLD TOUR

|

|

| TAW WOLFPACK RACES #RACEWITHRIO

|

|

| TAW WOLFPACK RIDES

|

|

EXCLUSIVE CORPORATE CHALLENGE eg
| CORPORATE TRIATHLON CHALLENGE

|

| TEAM BUILDING CHALLENGE

|

|

INTERNATIONAL RACE PARTNER

|

|

BRAND POSITIONING
| PRIMARY

|

| SECONDARY

|

| TERTIARY

|

|

| 200,000AED

| 75,000AED

| 350,000AED
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The LIVE talks are
adapted to the
specific audience
and the topic of the
function, but always
based upon the
story of Team
AngelWolf and its
messages.

The fun, emotional,
upbeat inspiration
talk is based upon
the story of Team
AngelWolf; including
Tribe Watson’s
| Returnables to be | Returnables to be personal journey of
discussed &
discussed &
having a child with
tailored to each
tailored to each
disabilities, life,
case scenario
case scenario
work, health and
fitness.

| Value in Kind / % | 25,000AED
(no exclusivity)

✔︎

𝚫

TEAM ANGEL WOLF

1 Month Activation
(no exclusivity)
For other activations
opportunities please
contact us

| 15,000AED

| Sponsored Posts
| Social Media
Takeovers
etc.

Sponsor a school
Impact Talk, so that
a school receives
the talk for free and
more children know
the importance of
Inclusive
Impactivity!

| 5,000AED

